HPE Networking Workshop
Accelerate your skills from edge to core

HPE Networking Workshops are designed to meet your precise needs. The workshops deliver content specific to your organizational and networking environments, including multivendor products and business objectives. This targeted training, featuring only content that is wholly relevant to your configuration, offers greater benefit, reduces training time, and increases ROI. Each HPE Networking Workshop explores the features and functionality of your network architecture to help support, troubleshoot, and plan for your environment.

Our solution to your needs
The networking landscape has become increasingly complex. HPE Networking Workshops can help you address these types of challenges:

- Are you migrating to a new network environment and need to understand, at a technical level, the implications?
- Do you need to understand your proof of concept environment more thoroughly and make more informed decisions?
- Has your partner recently installed a new network and you need to understand what has been configured in order to support it?
- Do you need to understand, from edge to core, how your network works and how it interfaces with other HPE management, monitoring, security, and authentication products?
- Are you daunted by the complexity of your network and need to learn about it quickly, in manageable amounts of time?
- Are you concerned about network security and compliance?
- Do you have new team members who need to get up to speed on your network?
- Do you have financial and time constraints and need to learn about your network in the shortest time with minimal disruption?
Defining the workshop

An expert HPE consultant works with your organization's network team to agree on an agenda by identifying:

- Business needs, issues, requirements, and desired outcomes
- Specific network infrastructure, including multivendor products and how they integrate with your wider IT environment
- Existing skills, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities for quick wins, and threats to success
- Configuration of your hands-on lab environment (your on-site equipment and/or HPE systems)
- Materials required

Workshop delivery

Flexibility, interactivity, and hands-on practice form the core delivery methodology.

- The agreed agenda is the framework for the workshop.
- Delivery pace and focus is driven by you.
- You can reprioritize topics and content as the workshop is conducted.

Following delivery, our HPE consultant works with your team to review:

- Workshop agenda, delivery, and outcome
- Lessons learned and quick wins
- Next steps

Workshop benefits

- Complement your network team with assistance and expertise from HPE consultants.
- Get flexible HPE assistance delivered under your direction.
- Choose from a variety of workshop activities that address needs specific to your network infrastructure.
- Adjust workshop plans and activities, at your direction, throughout the process.
- Reduce business risk and project costs by providing access to expert HPE consultants.

Ordering information

To obtain further information or to order this workshop, email us at networkingworkshop@hpe.com and reference the following:

- H9TC0 HPE Networking Workshop

Learn more at hpe.com/ww/learnnetworkingworkshops